
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Activity Keys
Min Age: 3 months

keys, activities, pushing, turning, motor skills, 
teething

Activity toy suitable from 3 months made by 
Fisher price. Durable and washable

0349 *T0349*

Asian cooking set
Min Age: 3 years

chinese,wok set,oriental, cooking, pretend, 
home, shop, imaginative play

Pretend cooking set with bowls, chopsticks, a 
wok and other cooking equipment for 
imaginative play

0044 *T0044*

Pretend

Asian Dinner Set
Min Age: 3 years

food,multi cultural,dinner,pretend, imaginative

Asian food and eating equipment for helping yo 
understand about different cultures

0050 *T0050*

Asian Food set
Min Age: 3 years

Chopsticks, spring rolls, rice, sushi, basket 
steamer, wok

Cooking set with cooking equipment as well as 
food including rice, chopsticks, spring rolls, 
steamer and sushi

0522 *T0522*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Bob Driver
Min Age: 12 months

V Tech, driving, Bob, sounds

Bob the builder driving machine with activities to 
help with early learning

0147 *T0147*

Bob the Builder Phone
Min Age: 2 years

Telephone, Bob the Builder character voices, 
colour matching, shape matching, following 
patterns

Bob the Builder themed play phone with activities 
involving Bob the Builder voices, colour and 
shape matching and following patterns

0579 *T0579*

Pretend

Bug Puppets
Min Age: 5 years

puppets, show, bugs, pretend, storytelling, social

Various bugs great to help with story telling or to 
put on a show involving bugs

0144 *T0144*

Doll's car seat
Min Age: 3 years

Dolls, role play, pretend, carrycot

For home play or even encouraging 
responsibility for a toddler when a new baby 
arrives. They can safely take their doll or bear in 
the car with them.

0467 *T0467*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Doll's pushchair
Min Age: 3 years

doll, pushchair, pretend, role play, wheels

Red doll's pushchair for pretend home play - 
provide your own doll

0333 *T0333*

Driving Wheel
Min Age: 2.5 years

Fisher Price, driving, pretend, imaginative

Fisher Price first driver - activity steering wheel 
with indicator and horn. Great fun for early 
driving fans

0416 *T0416*

Pretend

Dyson Cleaner
Min Age: 3 years

Imaginative, physical, pretend

Pretend Dyson cleaner which turns on and off 
and has plastic balls inside instead of dirt! Great 
to help at home before they move onto the real 
thing!

0429 *T0429*

Fairytale Puppets
Min Age: 3 years

Imaginative play, show, creative

Various puppet chararcters which can be used 
for various fairy tale stories - for story telling or 
performance

0117 *T0117*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

First light up camera
Min Age: 18 months

Point and smile as you learn to point and shoot 
and take pretend photos

Point and shoot with this first camera with 
buttons to press and dials to turn

0637 *T0637*

Fruit Basket
Min Age:

fruit, shopping, multicultural

Different realistic fruits from around the world

0119 *T0119*

Pretend

Happyland Mat
Min Age: 3 years

Road mat

Mat suitable for any small world play with 
roadways and buildings pictured.

0456 *T0456*

Indian cooking set
Min Age: 3 years

Pretend cooking set for chapati making, and balti 
dishes

Pretend cooking set for chapati and balti making

0653 *T0653*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Ironing Board and Iron
Min Age:

Pretend, home play, imagination, dolls, house, 
laundry

Blue ironing board and iron - great for pretend or 
home play. Great game for a child whilst you get 
on with the real ironing!

0532 *T0532*

Kitchen Set
Min Age: 3 years

cooking, kitchen, pretend, role play, food, eating, 
drinking, social

90 pieces of kitchen equipment including 
crockery, cutlery and pans. Also includes some 
food

0136 *T0136*

Pretend

Little People House
Min Age: 3 years

Fisher Price, house, furniture, people, 
imaginative play

House with furniture and people providing hours 
of fun for those with imaginative minds!

0344 *T0344* 0492 *T0492*

Medical Kit
Min Age:

Kit for pretend play, doctors, nurses, 
stethoscopes, medical equipment, imaginative

A complete medical kit which goes very well with 
either the Nurse, Paramedic or Doctor dressing 
up outfit

0550 *T0550*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

My First Kitchen
Min Age: 2 years

Cooking, kitchen, frying pan, egg, toaster, toast, 
breakfast, oven, washing machine, chunky plastic

Chunky plastic kitchen which is great for pretend 
home play - comes with egg and toast for 
immediate breakfasts!

0561 *T0561*

My First Workbench
Min Age: 12 months

Work bench,tools, helping,

First tools and workbench - chunky handles 
great for little hands inclduing hammer, drill and 
screwdriver

0048 *T0048*

Pretend

Pastry / playdough Set
Min Age: 3 years

wooden spoons, board, baking, cutters, natural, 
home, creative

Wooden boards, rolling pins and plenty of cutters 
make this a good set for pastry, playdough or 
plasticene.

0052 *T0052*

Picnic Set
Min Age: 3 years

food, role play, eating, pretend, picnic, social, 
imaginative

Everything you could need in one bag for picnic - 
teddies and dolls can choose from different food 
and drinks and with enough crockery for a large 
group, the fun could last all day!

0111 *T0111*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Pink tea set
Min Age: 2.5 years

Great tea set with teapot, cup and milk jug along 
with plate of delicious cakes

Great tea set with teapot, cup, saucer, milk jug 
along with a plate of delicious cakes

0634 *T0634*

Pop-up Street
Min Age: 3 years

Imaginative, pretend, active play

Pop up tent showing high street shops - great for 
pretend play at home.

0433 *T0433*

Pretend

Portable Cooker
Min Age: 3 years

wooden, cooking, pretend

Beautiful wooden cooker with pan, saucepan, 
oven gloves, utensils and even an egg!

0134 *T0134*

Solar Till and play food
Min Age: 3 years

till, shops, food, money, pretend

Play till with lots of food for pretend  shop play

0135 *T0135*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Tea Set
Min Age:

tea set ,home, role play, pretend ,Brio,

Good quality tea set with enough cups for 4 
people or teddies or dolls to enjoy

0027 *T0027* 0112 *T0112*

Thomas Train Floor Mat
Min Age: 3 years

Floor mat, trains, pretend, imaginative

Set of wooden track and Thomas train which 
comes with printed floor mat

0539 *T0539*

Pretend

Tiny Tots Driver
Min Age: 6 months

Driving, pretend, sounds, lights, colour 
recognition

First driver with realistic sounds, a steering 
wheel, lights and sounds

0019 *T0019*

Toddler camera
Min Age: 3 years

Vtech kidzoom robust and chunky camera which 
comes with it's own carry case.

Vtech Kidzoom robust chunky camera which 
comes with it's own carry case and takes real 
photos

0640 *T0640*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Pretend

Vegetable Basket
Min Age: 3 years

vegetables, sweetcorn, tomato, artichokes, 
pretend play, home, shops, markets, 
multicultural, basket.

17 realistuc vegetables from around the world 
including artichoke and aubergine which can be 
used for shop or market play, home play, 
weighing and measuring

0121 *T0121* 0485 *T0485*
0619 *T0619*

Wooden mini kitchen
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden, role play, cooking, cooker, saucepan, 
frying pan, knobs, oven gloves

Beautiful wooden cooker with pans and even a 
fried egg and oven gloves. Great for imaginative 
play

0368 *T0368*
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